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ABSTRACT 

In very deep sub-micron (VDSM) fault-tolerant busses, 

crosstalk noise and logic faults caused due to shrinking wire- 

size and reduced inter-wire spacing are major factors affecting 

the performance of on- chip interconnects, such as high power 

consumption and increased delay. In this paper we propose a 

bus optimization technique which reduce the energy and 

power-delay using Hamming Single Error Correcting Code. In 

this coding scheme we implement Fibonacci representation of 

optimal (7,4) Hamming Code which is more efficient than 

Single Error correction (9,4) Hamming Code. Also the 

proposed scheme eliminates crosstalk classes among the 

interconnects wires, there by reducing delay and energy 

consumption. The proposed techniques achieves an efficiency 

of 11% in energy consumption and a reduction of delay with 

respect to the existing techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Crosstalk refers to the interaction between signals that are 

propagating on various lines in the system. Crosstalk is 

mainly due to the dense wiring required by compact and high- 

performance systems. High- density and closely laid 

interconnects result in electromagnetic coupling between 

signal lines. The active signal energy is coupled to the quiet 

line through both mutual capacitance and inductances, 

resulting in noise voltage- currents. This may lead to 

inadvertent switching and system malfunctioning. It can effect 

timing, causing a delay failure, it can increase the power 

consumption due to glitches, and it can cause functional 

failure because of the signal deviation. Interconnect cross 

capacitance noise refers to the charge injected in quiet nets, 

victims, by switching on neighboring nets, aggressors, 

through the capacitance between them. This is perceived to be 

one of the significant sources of noise in current technologies. 

Cross capacitance can also affect delay and slew depending 

on whether the aggressor signals are switching in the same or 

in the opposite direction to the victim net. Amplitude of the 

signal generated on the passive line is directly related to the 

edge rate of the signal on the active line, the proximity of the 

two interconnects and distance that the two interconnects run 

adjacent to one another. The transition in three neighbors 

interconnects and their crosstalk, class and delay.  

Power consumption and delay are two of the most important 

constraints in current- day on-chip bus design. The two major 

sources of dynamic power dissipation on a bus are the self 

capacitance and the coupling capacitance. As technology 

scales, the interconnect resistance increases due to shrinking 

wire-width at the same time increase in the coupling 

capacitance, leads to stronger crosstalk effects between the 

interconnects. In Deep Sub-Micron technology the coupling 

capacitance exceeds the self capacitance which causes more 

power consumption and delay on the bus [1]. To sum up, with 

shrinking the feature sizes, increasing die sizes, scaling of 

supply voltage, increased interconnect density and faster clock 

rates, the on-chip buses suffer from high power consumption 

and large propagation delay due to capacitive crosstalk [2, 3]. 

Since, both power consumed and delay incurred by a system 

bus increase in the coupling and the self capacitances in 

modern DSM designs. The problem of reducing capacitive 

crosstalk effects on buses depends on the transitions on the 

bus lines. The bus lines are classified as aggressor lines and 

victim lines depending on the transition activity of the signal 

they carry. The effect of an aggressor on a victim depends on 

a number of factors, and not every aggressor will inject an 

appreciable amount of noise into a victim. In addition, the 

crosstalk effect may cause a switching wire to inject a noise 

on an adjacent wire leading to functional defects. The Miller 

effect suggests that the crosstalk capacitance varies with the 

switching behavior of a victim wire and its neighbors [4 ]. 

Besides the increasing sensitivity to noise, also the power 

dissipation associated with on-chip buses is another relevant 

issue for VDSM chips. Two major sources of dynamic power 

dissipation on a bus are the coupling or inter-wire capacitance 

(CI) and the self or ground capacitance (CL) shown in Fig. 1. 

The coupling capacitance of an interconnect is the capacitance 

with respect to the adjacent interconnects running in the same 

metal plane. Which the self capacitance is the capacitance 

with respect to metal layers above and below the interconnect. 

As technology shrinks, the coupling capacitance exceeds the 

self capacitance causes increased delay and power dissipation 

on the interconnect lines. Several techniques to reduce the 

energy consumption by minimizing the transition activity of 

the bus have been proposed [5, 6]. They are based on a simple 

capacitive wire model, considering only the bottom 

capacitance without taking any mutual effect. In fact deep 

submicron technology has led to a strong reduction of the 

inter-wire spacing as the wire are relatively higher and closer 

together. Consequently the wires mutual capacitance has 

increased as well and has become the main contributor to 

energy consumption during transition [7]. In this paper we 

present Fibonacci representation of Single Error Correction 

(7,4) Hamming Circuits which require less internal nets, cell 

area and achieve reduced delay and power consumption.  

2. PREVIOUS WORK 

Bus encoding [8] is widely used technique to reduce dynamic 

switching power and crosstalk during data transmission on 

buses. Low power encoding technique and crosstalk aware 

encoding technique transform the data being transmitted the 

buses. Bus encoding schemes are classified according to the 

type of code used. Certain optimizations in crosstalk reduction 

can have multiple benefits associated with them, such as 

power reduction, single delay reduction and noise reduction 

[9]. Bus invert coding proposed by Stan and Burleson [10] is 
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based on the inversion of data in data line. This encoding 

scheme compares the present state of ‘n’ bit line with the 

previous state of ‘n’ bit data line. Shin et al [11] proposed a 

similar technique known as partial bus invert coding where 

the bit lines are consider for inversion in smaller groups 

instead of the entire bit line. Zhang et al [12] extended BI 

scheme to propose an improve technique i.e. odd/even bus 

invert code (OE-BI) which reduces power dissipation by 

decreasing coupling transitions on the bus. This technique is 

based on the fact that coupling capacitors are charged and 

discharged by the active on the neighboring interconnects, 

where one interconnect bus may have an odd number or even 

number of interconnects. Jayaprakash et al [13] proposed 

Partitioned Hybrid Encoding technique where the bus is 

partitioned optimally and the most efficient energy scheme is 

applied independently to each partition. Baek et al [14] 

proposed a low energy set scheme where XOR- XNOR or 

XNOR- XOR operations are used to transmit data. 

Subrahmanya et al [15] proposed no adjacent transition 

(NAT) coding scheme which claims to reduce power 

consumption and eliminate worst case crosstalk. 

Lampropoulos et al [16] proposed modified bus invert (MBI) 

scheme to reduce inductive crosstalk. This scheme inverts the 

data patterns to minimize transition in the same direction. The 

bus lines are partitioned into pairs and each pair of adjacent 

interconnects as well as their previous values are the input of 

the logic cell. Chen et al [17] developed a mathematical 

model for a memory less encoding scheme where the 

encoding and decoding circuits are implemented using simple 

combination logic. Further more they proposed a novel 

partitioning method for significant reduction of transition 

energy dissipation due to coupling capacitance between 

adjacent wires. Akl et al [18] proposed Transition Skewing 

Coding (TSC) scheme for reduction power dissipation and 

area. The total number of repeaters is reduced considerably 

leading to a reduction in devices area and leakage power. 

Peak energy and peak current are reduced due to the reduction 

in simultaneous transitions on the bus. The average power 

reduction increase as the input switching activity increases. 

Transition Pattern Coding Scheme (TPC) proposed by 

Sotiriadis and Chandrakasan [19] is used to reduction of 

coupling power in the data bus with encoding. This scheme 

creates transition matrix for selecting code word patterns such 

that neighboring bus line changes values in the same 

direction. Thus coupling capacitance and inter-wire energy is 

reduced. Zhang et al [20] presented a bus encoding method 

based on code word selection for enduring crosstalk-induced 

effects, which avoid crosstalk and provide error correcting as 

well. The methods find a subset from crosstalk avoidance 

code (CAC) to provide single error correction.  

Many encoding methods have been presented to reduce the 

power dissipation on buses. The bus invert method proposed 

in achieves a 50% reduction in the maximum number of self 

transitions and coupling transitions when compared to a 

normal transmission over an un encoded bus. A bus encoding 

technique to simultaneously minimize power consumption 

and eliminate crosstalk delay is proposed in [1]. This 

technique requires large number of extra interconnects. 

Another bus encoding technique to minimize both energy and 

delay is proposed in [1,2,7], which can eliminates only the 

crosstalk classes 4 and 6. Here the worst case delay is still due 

to the class 5 transitions, which is high. In [3] a bus encoding 

is proposed to obtain 10% energy reduction alone with delay 

reduction of nearly 50%. Bus encoding techniques to reduce 

the worst case crosstalk delay by nearly 50% are proposed in 

[2,5]. However these techniques require large number of extra 

wires. 

3. ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR DELAY 

AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

Consider a bus with n lines, let dt = ( dt
1, dt

2, … dt
n ) denote 

the tth  n-bit data transmitted on the bus. The delay for 

transmitting the ( t+1 )th data on the bus is given by the 

following formula [21,25]. Defining Tk ( dt , dt+1 ), 1 ≤ k ≤ n,     
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The propagation delay T ( dt, dt+1), for transmitting dt+1 is 

defined as follows  

T ( dt, dt+1 ) = max { Tk ( dt, dt+1 )| 1≤ k ≤n }. 

Similarly, the total energy E( dt, dt+1 ) consumed during the 

transmission of dt+1 is given by [22,25]. 
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Fig 1: Interconnects of Coupling and Self Capacitance. 

In DSM era, the coupling capacitance is significant compared 

to metal-to-ground capacitance. Therefore nearest neighboring 

lines experience majority to change excited by an aggressor 

and further neighboring lines contribute minimally to the 

capacitive coupling. The delay of the line l of an n bit bus 

where 1 < l < n for certain combination of transitions. Here   

indicates to 0-to-1 transition,  indicates a 1-to-0 transition, 

“–” indicates no transition on the line and  is the ratio of 

coupling capacitance to the bulk capacitance. It is seen in 

Table 1 that the worst case delay can be significantly higher 

than the delay in the absence of coupling and the opposite 

switching pattern of the first neighbors to the victim line 

creates the worst case delay. This is due to the fact when two 

lines switch in opposite directions, the effective coupling 

capacitance between them is largest [23]. In an inductive 

coupling line, coupling excites an induced current that needs 

to find a return path in order to form a current loop. But due to 

the presence of the receiver’s gate capacitance, load at the end 

of wire, there is no dc path for the return current directly back 

to ground. In this case the orthogonal layer cannot acts as the 

grounded plane since mutual inductance between two lines is 

zero for two orthogonal lines. In this case all higher order 

neighbors are considered as mutual inductance delays slowly 

with increasing spacing.  

4. ERROR DETECTING/CORRECTING 

CODES 

The Hamming distance of an error detecting/ correcting code 

gives the maximum number of error bits that can be 

detected/corrected. The parity code is able to detect a single 

bit error or an odd number of bits of soft error. The (7,4) 

Hamming code is able to correct any single bit error and 

detect any double bit error. The extended Hamming code 

including an additional over all parity bit in a (7,4) Hamming 

code is able to distinguish single bit and double bit errors 

correct and detect. In general n-bit data encoded in an error 

detecting and correcting code of n + k + 1 bits with a 

Hamming distance k + 1 is immune to any k-bit error [24].  

5. ENCODING TECHNIQUE BASED ON 

(7,4) HAMMING CODE 

In this section we consider the Fibonacci series to implement 

error detection and correction. We present here the positions 

2, 4, 6, 7 are assigned to data bits and positions 1, 3, 5 are 

allocated to parity bits. The code word is computed based on 

the following relations. 

P1 = D2 D3 D4 ---------- (1)     

P2 = D1 D3  D4 ---------- (2) 

P3 = D1 D2 D4 ----------- (3) 

Now the parity check matrix is given by 
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The data bits and parity bits are positioned accordingly using 

“Equations (1), (2), (3) generating the code word is given 

below: 

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 

Table 1. Delay in Transitions line 
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↑ ↑ ↓ 21  

↓ ↑ −  31  

↓ ↑ ↑ 41  

 

Now we multiplying the parity check matrix by the code word 

produces a ‘syndrome’ is given below:  
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If the syndrome is all zeros, the encoded data is error free as 

with this case. But if the syndrome has a non zero value, the 

column in the parity check matrix that matches the syndrome 

is the position where error has occurred. Flipping the encoded 

bit in this position will result in a valid code word. 

6. OPTIMAL (7,4) HAMMING CODING 

SCHEME 
In this section, analyze the Total Energy Cost (TEC) of 

Fibonacci representation of Single error correction Codes on 

Cross-talk induced bus delay. We define the total energy cost 

(TEC) of a code space as the sum of the energy consumed in 

each transition between two different code words. The TEC of 

each possible (7,4) FRSEC Hamming Code has been 

evaluated by computing the transition table for all possible 

transitions between different code words. Since we consider 

all the code words equally likely that each bit performs the 

same number of  0  1 and 1  0 transitions for all the 

code space which consequently have the same TEC [1]. So 

the power cost for a given symmetric Hamming code space is: 

fVC
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Where Ntr is the total number of transition of each code space 

and n, Vdd , and f are the number of bus wire, voltage supply 

and frequency respectively. The terms n-2, 2, n-1 are the 

number of inner wire bottom capacitances, outer wires bottom  

 

 

Fig 2: (7,4) Sec Hamming Circuit 

capacitances and inter-wire mutual parasitic capacitances, 

respectively and the values ¼ and ½ take into account that not 

all transitions require that the capacitances are charged. 

According to the (7,4) Hamming diagram shown in Fig. 3. 

The TEC is 2256 CBOT V2
dd f. where for the calculation inter 

wire bottom capacitance is 4, inner wire mutual parasitic 

capacitance is 2, and outer wire bottom capacitance is 1. The 

software model of (7,4) Fibonacci representation of single 

error correction Hamming code shown in Fig. 2. 

Where as in case of (9,4) Hamming code [1] (n-2) = 6, (n-1) = 

3 and the outer wire bottom capacitance is 2. Hence the TEC 

is 3452 CBOT V2
ddf. considering the 13.2  and 28.7 . 

If we consider the same CMOS metal for both the buses CBOT 

will be same in both cases. For the same voltage supply it is 

clear from the calculation that the energy is minimized in case 

of SEC (7,4) Hamming code. The energy reduction is 53% in 

(7,4) Hamming code compared with (9,4) Hamming code. 

Hence it optimized. 

Fig. 5. represent the bus organization of optimal (7,4) 

Hamming code, where the spacing between identical wires is 

kept at the minimum value while the distance between two 

different wires has increased. By increasing the spacing 

between the wires which carry different values, the mutual 

capacitance to be charge during the bus activity decreases. 

Also the inner wire capacitance for the (7,4) Hamming code is 

decrease with relatively smaller than for the (9,4) Hamming 

code. 
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Fig 3: Optimized Capacitance of a 3 wire bus model using (7,4) Hamming Code. 

 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
.Here we introduced SEC Fibonacci representation of a 

optimal (7,4) Hamming code which reduced the  crosstalk 

induced bus delay provided by the considered coding 

techniques and the experimental results shown in Fig. 4. 

Therefore combining the SEC (9,4) Hamming code with non-

uniform inter-wire spacing, that can achieve an energy saving 

of 12%. It can be noticed that if consider a optimal (7,4) 

Hamming code with the bus wires at minimum spacing, that 

can achieve an energy saving of 53% with respect to the (9,4) 

Hamming code. We also verified the impact of our technique 

on the power-delay product. This metric is inversely 

proportional to the power efficiency. We can see that our 

technique allows a significant improvement in power-delay 

product compare to the (9,4) Hamming code. In particular the 

power efficiency proportional to the inverse of the power 

delay product is 1.8 times better. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented a new scheme which allows to 

reduce the maximum cross-talk induced delay within VDSM 

buses using Fibonacci representation of Single Error 

Correcting Code. These results shows that optimal (7,4) 

Hamming codes have identical energy consumption. The 

proposed coding scheme allows a energy saving and power 

delay product reduction of more than 53% with respect to 

(9,4) Hamming codes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4: Optimized (7,4) SEC Hamming Circuit Output
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Fig 5: Bus Organization of Optimal (7,4) Hamming Code 
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